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Abstract 

Shipping logistics is one of the very important criteria which can directly and indirectly affect the 

economy and GDP of any country. Shipping logistics depends on various factors which have been 

addressed by several authors in their previous studies. Studies in this literature are focused on 

selecting the most impactful factors among all the criteria. Methods used in this literature are fuzzy 

AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) and fuzzy TOPSIS (Technique for order of Preference by 

Similarity to Ideal Solution) for multi-criteria decision analysis. These methods also helped in this 

literature to develop a new hybrid method “fuzzy TOPSIS AHP”. There have been no studies 

involving maritime logistics with comparative analysis of multi-criteria decision making i.e., fuzzy 

AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS AHP. The literature involved large number of expert opinions on the 

factor prioritization of maritime logistics. Factors selected for prioritization are Environmental 

Sustainability, Supply and Demand, Operations and Port Selection. However, the research showed 

that the comparative analysis of the results was quite opposite to one another and proposed a new 

way for researchers to use the hybrid method of fuzzy TOPSIS AHP method in future research. 

The study aimed to improve the existing maritime model which can help professionals to get 

connected with the maritime logistics firms. The study also aims to contribute this model for 

researchers in their study related to maritime logistics. 

Keywords: Shipping logistics, multi-criteria decision making, Fuzzy TOPSIS AHP, Port 

Selection, Environment Sustainability 
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Identification and Ranking of Key Factors Impacting Efficiency of Indian Shipping 

Logistics Sector 

Abstract 

Shipping logistics is one of the crucial sectors that affect the economy and GDP of a country, both 

directly and indirectly. Shipping logistics depends on various factors such as adequate 

infrastructure, port efficiency, frequency of ship visits, geographical locations, quick response to 

port users, port charges, and ports reputations for cargo damage. The focus of this paper is to 

identify the most impactful factors out of four key factors; the environmental sustainability, supply 

and demand, operations, and port selection with the help of multi-criteria decision-making 

(MCDM) techniques. For this purpose, the Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) and a newly 

proposed hybrid method, i.e., “Fuzzy Technique for Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal 

Solution (TOPSIS) AHP” are utilized. This work involved a large number of expert opinions on 

the ranking and prioritization of different factors in maritime logistics. A comparative analysis of 

results obtained from the fuzzy AHP method and the Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP method is presented. 

Keywords: Shipping logistics, multi-criteria decision making, Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP, Port 

Selection, Environmental Sustainability 

1. Introduction 

Since transportation has developed in recent decades, the dependency on waterways has increased 

tremendously. Moreover, transportation is now considered as one of the four pillars of 

globalization, along with communications, international standardization, and trade liberalization 

(Hoffmann & Change, 2014). International trade is majorly dependent on shipping, as two-third 

of the world prefers maritime transport (Corbett & Winebrake, 2008). Airlines are trying hard to 

cover all the ship routes, but they are still considered as a substitute in case of light cargo or high 

valued items requiring faster transportation.  

A process of port selection requires many relevant and important criteria (Sayareh & 

Alizmini, 2014). There was a sustained and strong economic growth of India between 1990 – 2010 

when the export sector became prominent regionally as well as globally. The existing port 

operations and the progress of new ports have taken a sharper path in the last era (Venkita 
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Subramanian & Thill, 2019). In most of the previous studies, environmental issues are either 

ignored or taken as secondary importance (Psaraftis, 2016). For the port industry, environmental 

sustainability is of rising concern for policymakers, port authorities, local communities, and port 

users (Acciaro et al., 2014a).  

According to a report of the Government of India, the percentage of India’s maritime 

transportation in world trade is 8%, and share of waterways in terms of volume in Indians logistics 

is 6% as compared to road, rails, and pipelines1. The investment in the shipping industry is 32.5%, 

i.e., Rs 3.03 lakh crore (Niti Aayog India, https://niti.gov.in/). India consists of 12 major ports and 

187 non-major ports1. Cargo traffic was recorded at 1.052 million metric tonnes (MMT) in the 

year 2015 (Trishala, 2016).  In February 2019, all ports handled about 633.87 million tonnes of 

cargo starting from April 20181. The coastline of India is spreading more than 7517 kilometers 

long1. Cargo ships of America, East Asia, and Africa pass through Indian territorial waters. 

Investment attracted by Indian ports by 2020 is expected to reach US$ 43.03 Billion1. The Indian 

government’s policy of 100 percent FDI (Foreign Direct Investment) has also led to the tax holiday 

for foreign investors. The National Maritime Development Program is initiated to develop the 

marine sector with the planned budget is US$ 11.8 Billion1. Also, the Indian government has major 

plans to create port facilities of around 3,200 million metric tonnes (MMT) to entertain the 

expected traffic of 2,500 MMT by the year 2020 (Ministry of Shipping India, 

http://sagarmala.gov.in/).   

As the transportation business is growing day by day, it is necessary for the logistics 

department to manage the flow of things in a better and more efficient way. Therefore, this study 

aims to determine the crucial factors related to efficient shipping logistics, which plays a major 

role in it. In this study, we have focused on the four major factors such as environmental 

sustainability, supply and demand, operations, and port selection in order to make the best possible 

decision for selecting the impactful factors in the efficient shipping logistics. This article is trying 

to suggest proper strategies by looking into many kinds of factors and improving the shipping 

logistics systems in order to make it more efficient. MCDM techniques such as fuzzy AHP, and a 

newly proposed hybrid Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP methods are used for ranking and prioritization of 

factors.  

[1-Source: Ministry of Shipping - GOI, Care Ratings, Indian Ports Association, https://www.ibef.org/download/ports-mar-2019.pdf] 

https://niti.gov.in/
http://sagarmala.gov.in/
https://www.ibef.org/download/ports-mar-2019.pdf
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The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 contains the previous literature. The 

problem description is given in section 3. In section 4, we have discussed the multi-criteria-

decision-making techniques. Sections 5 is related to the results and discussion. Section 6 concludes 

the work.  

2. Literature Review  

In this section, we have reviewed the previous literature based on the considered problem for a 

better understanding of maritime transportations and logistics. The literature is divided into 

different subsections that are environmental sustainability, supply and demand, port operations, 

port selection, shipping logistics, and solution approach. 

2.1 Environmental Sustainability 

Acciaro et al. (2014b) compiled and analyzed the growing concerns for port decision-makers, 

policy managers, port customers, and the local population. They investigated some innovations on 

the sustainability of seaports. They also tried to develop a method of measuring the level of success 

of innovations with respect to the array of definite objects. They considered several factors such 

as adaptation to climate change, optimized use of space, and waste reception facility for the study. 

Their work provided two main results; the innovation’s success ranking and a ranking 

summarizing the significance associated with policy action with a set of clearly distinct goals. 

Psaraftis (2016) focused on the environmental issues on maritime emissions and objectives that 

may involve various win-win solutions and trade-offs that are typically desired. Rødseth, et al. 

(2018), studied about the time spent by ships in port and associated anthropogenic gas emissions 

in the environment.    

2.2 Supply and Demand 

Jugović et al. (2015) investigated how the relationship between demand and supply affects market 

price. They developed relationships between variables, which affect both supply and demand. 

Also, they tried to answer some questions like, what affects freight on the shipping markets or if 

the average profit is according to their need or if they can pay off the new ship with average in 

their profit books. The variables such as world economy, transport costs, merchant fleet, and political 

events were focused in their research. Ducruet & Lugo (2013) contributed to updating the networks 
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of shipping logistics and considered some important factors like economics, the system of cities, 

the geography of transport, etc. Daultani et al. (2019) hypothesized that operations in any form are 

depend upon inputs from other functional departments and cause different risks for the company. 

Le et al. (2019) reviewed the recent practice, empirical case studies, and academic research based 

on three major pillars of demand, supply, and management and operations. They have given 

various avenues for promising fields of applications, such as management and operations, as well 

as improving societal and behavioral impacts to allow and form a crowd-shipping system, i.e., 

sustainable, integrated, and dynamic.     

2.3 Port Operations 

The term operations in this paper is regarded as steps taken by port representatives and ship 

members to minimize cost and maximize profit at the same time. There are three variables for port 

operations, which affect the costs at the high levels. These three variables are berth scheduling, 

cargo prioritization, and terminal and crane allocation. Kim & Moon (2003) extended the 

confidence in finding out berthing times and spot of containerships in port workstations. They 

developed a mixed-integer-linear-programming (MILP) model for berth scheduling problems. 

Their objective function consists of two parts. First, the cost that resulted due to non-optimal 

berthing locations and the penalty cost resulting from interruptions in the departure of vessels from 

the harbor. Zeng et al. (2017) developed an integrated model in order to optimize the plan of direct 

transshipment, the assignment of storage space, and berth allocation, simultaneously. They focused 

on to minimize the vessels’ delay costs and the operational costs of yard cranes and trucks. 

Tong & Nachtmann (2017) aimed to reduce cargo value deficit and response time while 

employing a minimum distance approach. It considered factors like terminal volume and barge 

characteristics in a quantified manner. Their mathematical model formulated a non-linear integer 

program (NLIP). Their approach is towards the realistic scenario of Mississippi River disruption 

where cargo offload is prioritized according to their properties like hazardous, non-hazardous, 

valuable and small lifetime or freshness. With regard to crane allocation, Ursavas (2017) imparted 

their knowledge to reduce the concerns of terminal operators. They developed a decision support 

system (DSS) for finding the underlying cause of complex crane scheduling problems. Their case 

study is based on practicing real ship data at the Izmir container terminal in Turkey. Their main 

aim was to draw attention to the bottleneck problems of real-life function in a container terminal. 
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Some of the researchers attempted to resolve this issue with time by using heuristics approach 

(Daganzo, 1989). Pratap et al. (2015) studied important factors related to crane allocation and 

formulated a model to minimize the crane allocation time and total operational time.  

2.4 Port Selection  

Subramanian & Thill (2019) presented several insights regarding the privatization of Indian ports 

which are changing the market share of containerized transports across two important trade 

corridors of India. They have studied the effects of inland infrastructural development and 

privatization on the dynamics of Indian port selection. Ugboma et al. (2006) proposed a survey to 

determine various factors that shippers consider while selecting a port and the way they are 

prioritized according to their impact. Investigations of decision factors were also done by 

McGinnis (1979) and D’este & Meyrick (1992).  They recognized three categories of factors, i.e., 

route factors, cost factors, and service factors. Seo et al. (2018) aimed to estimate the complete 

performance and rank the firms' ship management by implementing an integrated model of fuzzy 

TOPSIS and AHP to help the critical decision making for selection of SMF. Sayareh & Alizmini 

(2014) mainly focused on the factors of decisive port selection and weights of the most leading 

decision-making criteria with the help of the TOPSIS method and optimized the seaport container 

by using the AHP method. Pratap et al. (2018) presented an integrated modeling framework for 

bulk handling port operations. 

2.5 Shipping Logistics 

Ducruet & Lugo (2013) focused on the network renewal analysis based on the complex systems 

in the shipping logistics. They studied the regularly described networks and flows on the level of 

terminals and organizations rather than cities. Pham et al. (2019) worked on improving supply 

chain performance. A model of information sharing in Vietnamese shipping logistics was 

developed which was irrespective of the reluctant attitude of the companies involved in logistics 

work. They tried to improve the economy of Vietnam with the help of their findings. Pratap et al. 

(2019) investigated the ship routing and scheduling problem to minimize the total transportation 

distance to reduce fuel consumption.  
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2.6 Solution Approach 

Sayareh & Alizmini (2014) focused to balance the utmost dominant decision-making-criteria by 

TOPSIS and the optimized container seaport selection by the AHP method according to the 

significant factors of port selection. Meena et al. (2019) used AHP and fuzzy AHP to rank the 

identified SWOT factors in the agro-food supply chain in the Indian context. Ugboma et al. (2006) 

used the analytical hierarchy process (AHP) method to form a better framework. They considered 

several factors for their study such as port efficiency, adequate infrastructure, frequency of ship 

visits, quick response to port users, geographical locations, port charges, and ports reputations for 

cargo damage. They found out the significant methods for port managers, which help to recognize 

the strength and limitations of the ports. For more approached in the broader context, readers may 

see several papers such as Mogale et al. (2018), Mogale et al. (2019a), Mogale et al. (2019b), De 

et al. (2019), Gupta et al. (2019), Singh et al. (2020). 

2.7 Research Motivation 

Most of the researchers have focused on the port and vessel selections in their study. However, 

shipping logistics needs to be properly managed to make it efficient on a larger scale. The literature 

review emphasizes that the recent scenario of Indian shipping logistics is highly unorganized; there 

is a lack of proper port selection, port operations, ship scheduling, product wastage, and lack of 

transportation network, etc. The overall performance of shipping logistics in India is very poor, 

which affects the Indian economy. Hence, it is necessary to do a strategic analysis of the Indian 

shipping logistics in order to achieve more efficient logistics. To address the above-identified 

issues, this paper considers all factors like sustainability, demand, and supply, etc. in a shipping 

logistics system in an integrated manner. 

3. Problem Description 

The growing economies around the world are setting an example and creating challenges for Indian 

maritime transport. Cost, efficiency, sustainability, and safety are some of the factors on which the 

Indian industries are lagging behind. According to the shipping ministry of India, this is resulting 

in increased product rates that account for almost 30% to 35% of the cost of production. Time is 

also a major factor, which governs the inventory costs and contributes towards high commodity 

costs. Dependencies on modes of transportation, which are responsible for high carbon content in 
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the environment and safety as rail, and road transportation are more prone to accidents. The old 

structure of managing shipping logistics is responsible for the situations mentioned above. In this 

study, we are focusing to reduce the problems in the Indian maritime industry and emphasizing on 

meeting the demanding business requirements and taking care of the environment at the same time. 

To accomplish the motive of the study, we have to determine, analyze, rank and prioritize the 

existing factors with the help of MCDM methods such as the fuzzy AHP method and the proposed 

hybrid fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP method. The factors which we have taken into consideration in this 

study are port efficiency, adequate infrastructure, frequency of ship visits, quick response to port 

users, geographical locations, port charges, and ports reputations for cargo damage. Figure 1 

describes major factors and their sub-factors, which play an important role in shipping logistics. 

Operational definitions and literature support of these factors and their sub-factors are given in 

Table I.  

 

 

                                         Figure 1: Factors and sub-factors affecting shipping logistics 
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Table I:  Operational definitions of shipping logistics factors and sub-factors 

Sr. 

No. 
Main variable Sub-variable Operational definitions Sources 

 

1. 

 

Environmental 

sustainability 

Adaptation to climate 

change 

 

Optimized use of space 

 

 

Waste reception facility 

Actions to be taken with induced effect 

of climate change. 

 

Avoiding unnecessary usage of space 

promoting better planning. 

 

Promoting waste management and waste 

recycling methods. 

 

(Acciaro et al., 2014b) 

 

 

(Acciaro et al., 2014b) 

 

 

(Acciaro et al., 2014b) 

 

2. 
Supply and 

demand 

World economics 

 

 

 

Transport costs 

 

 

 

Merchant fleet 

 

 

 

Political events 

 

International exchange of goods and 

services which is dependent on shipping 

for about 90%. 

 

Cost to be paid in monetary terms for 

carrying goods from one distant place to 

another. 

 

Group of civilian ships carrying 

passengers or cargo 

 

 

Refers to strikes, revolutions and 

changes due to government policies. 

(Jugović et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

(Jugović et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

(Jugović et al., 2015) 

 

 

 

(Jugović et al., 2015) 

 

3. Operations 

Berth scheduling 

 

 

Cargo prioritization 

 

 

Crane allocation 

To determine time of berthing and 

positions of naval vessels. 

 

To arrange cargo in order of their 

importance and other several factors to 

incur minimum loss. 

 

Allotting suitable crane for required 

ships according to rate, positions and 

another factor. 

(Kim & Moon, 2003) 

 

 

(Tong & Nachtmann, 

2017) 

 

 

(Ursavas, 2017) 

4. Port selection 

Port efficiency 

 

Geographical locations 

 

 

Ship visiting frequency 

 

 

Port reputation for cargo 

damage 

 

 

 

Suitable infrastructure 

 

 

 

Port charges 

 

The efficiency of port to perform work 

with respect to other ports. 

Locations which are easily accessible as 

compared to other ports. 

 

The number of ships or vessels visiting 

per unit time for a port. 

 

The image of a port in keeping its goods 

and cargo in a good shape in case of a 

stoppage. 

 

 

Infrastructure which can handle the 

heavy ship traffic and other activities of 

ports. 

 

The amount of money payable to the 

port for its services. 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

 

 

 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

 

 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 
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Quick responses to users 

 

The service rate at which the port works 

for its users. 

 

(Ugboma et al., 2006) 

                                 

 

4. Solution Methodology  

The considered factors are ranked and prioritized with the help of multi-criteria decision-making 

methods. For factor ranking and prioritization, first, we have developed the questionnaire on the 

basis of all factors. These questionnaires are distributed in the form of survey forms. 

Questionnaires are filled by industry persons and academicians. This data is used as an input to 

calculate the rankings with the help of fuzzy AHP and proposed fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP methods. 

Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP method is a hybrid method developed by combining two MCDM methods; 

fuzzy AHP method and TOPSIS method. A series of questionnaire is developed with an aim to 

compare them pair-wise and prioritize them according to their expertise. Tables II and III 

summarize this information.  

Table II: Representative Questionnaire 

Sr. No. Questionnaire on main factors of shipping logistics 

1 
How much do you agree with the importance of environmental sustainability over 

supply and demand? 

2 
How much do you agree with the importance of environmental sustainability over 

operations? 

3 
How much do you agree with the importance of environmental sustainability over 

port selection? 

4 
How much do you agree with the importance of supply and demand over 

operations? 

5 
How much do you agree with the importance of supply and demand over the 

selection of ports? 

6 How much do you agree with the importance of operations over port selection? 

 

Table III: Options and Interpretations 

Sr. No. Options  Interpretation 

1 Strongly agree Judgment strongly favors one criterion over another. 

2 Moderately agree Judgment slightly favor one criterion over another 

3 Equally important Two criteria contribute in the same way to the object 

4 Moderately disagree A criterion is somewhat inferior to another 

5 Strongly disagree A criterion is strongly inferior to another 
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4.1. Fuzzy AHP (Geometric Mean Method) 

The fuzzy AHP is a strong and sophisticated tool to make decisions, which involves conflicting 

benchmarks in decision-making. It involves the concepts of fuzzy logic and analytical hierarchy. 

Saaty (1990) proposed the AHP method and described how to structure a decision problem. AHP 

method sorts different objectives, factors, and sub-factors into a multi-level hierarchy. The input 

gathering for using the AHP method is quite easy. AHP starts with a pairwise comparison of 

different factors or alternatives, which affect the decision-making criterion. These pairwise 

comparisons can be done with the input of experts in the respective field. This input from the 

survey of experts according to their experiences, opinions, and bias are essential, as they will lead 

to prioritizing the factors. Because it involves not one or two but many experts, so arithmetic mean 

of their inputs for every specific comparison is to be taken to form the pair-wise matrix. For 

example: If there are 100 experts for comparing the importance of “factor 1” and “factor 2”. The 

options available to choose for prioritizing the factors are given below in table IV. 

Table IV: Options available for experts 

Strongly agree 

Moderately agree 

Equally important 

Moderately disagree 

Strongly disagree 

 

So, the maximum percentage of experts that will select the option will be considered as an input 

for the AHP method, after that the fuzzy logic comes into play. The input obtained from the experts 

is to be converted into processable data, which is done with the help of numbers that denotes the 

intensity of impact. So, if “factor 1” is dominant over “factor 2” or maybe it can be equally 

important then a specific number given according to the importance over another. This will lead 

the result to a more precise conclusion. Saaty (1990), proposed a fundamental scale as given in 

Table V.  

Table V: Intensity of importance and their explanation 

Intensity of 

importance 
Explanation 

Fuzzy 

number 

1 Factor of equal importance (1,1,1) 

3 Slightly favoring the factor over the other (2,3,4) 
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5 Strongly favoring the factor over the other (4,5,6) 

7 Very strongly favoring the factor over the other (6,7,8) 

9 Absolutely favoring with highest degree of assertion (9,9,9) 

 

Now, the fuzzy AHP will be implemented in the following steps: 

A pair-wise comparison matrix ‘ ijA ’is developed for ‘n’ number of factors with one another and 

ija is the intensity of importance in the matrix where {1,2... }i n & {1,2... }j n . Since row 

and columns consist of the same factors comparison so if the intensity of importance of factor 1 

with respect to factor 2 is ija then the intensity of importance for factor 2 with respect to factor 1 

is 1/ji ija a . 

  

12 13 1 12 12 1

21 23 2 12 23 2

31 32 3 13 23 3

1 2 3 1 2 3

1 1

1 1/ 1

1 1/ 1/ 1

1 1/ 1/ 1/ a 1

n n

n n

ij n n

n n n n n n

a a a a a a

a a a a a a

A a a a a a a

a a a a a

   
   
   
    
   
   
      

 

1 / 9,1 / 8,1 / 7,1 / 6,1 / 5,1 / 4,1 / 3,1 / 2, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,8, 9,

1,
ij

i j

i j
a









 

This is the scale that is used to convert the survey form input into fuzzy numbers. 
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The next step followed is proposed in Hsieh et al. (2004) for calculating fuzzy weights using the 

geometric mean method.  The geometric mean of the fuzzy number in pairwise comparison matrix 

is calculated by 

1

1( )n
i i ij inr a a a     

Where ri is the geometric mean of ‘factor i’ to other factors. Using the obtained geometric values, 

fuzzy weights can be calculated. wi is a fuzzy weight of ‘factor i’ which can be obtained by   

1

1 2 3( )i i nw r r r r r        

These fuzzy weights obtained are ( , , )i i i iw lw mw uw where ilw is lower fuzzy, imw is middle 

fuzzy value and iuw is upper fuzzy value. The fuzzy weight obtained is then defuzzified into a 

crisp numerical value. The method used for defuzzication is the center of area. 

3

i i i
i

lw mw uw
W

 
  

The weight of crisp numerical value is obtained and then normalization is carried out with this step  

1

i
ij n

ii

W
X

W





 

Now, these normalized values can be used for a ranking which will show us the dominance of 

factors over each other.  

4.2 Fuzzy TOPSIS AHP Analysis using Geometric Mean Method 

Chen (2000) proposed a new MCDM method using fuzzy theory called fuzzy TOPSIS. This 

method is also a vital tool for the decision-making problem under the fuzzy theory. We introduce 

a scale to assign fuzzy numbers for the application of fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP. This method is 

constructed as a hybrid of fuzzy AHP (Saaty, 1990) and fuzzy TOPSIS to give fuzzy TOPSIS-

AHP. The Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP follows the same method of fuzzy TOPSIS. The role of fuzzy AHP 

comes into play when the weights that are taken from the fuzzy AHP method and will be used as 
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input in the fuzzy TOPSIS method, to give a new tool for the scale is as follows. Sirisawat & 

Kiatcharoenpol (2018) have shown a similar idea regarding this. Table VI summarizes the 

proposed scale. 

Table VI: Fuzzy numbers and their explanation 

Fuzzy Number Explanation 

(1,1,1) Strongly Disagree/ Very low 

(2,3,4) Moderately Disagree/ Low 

(4,5,6) Equally Important/ Average 

(6,7,8) Moderately Agree/ High 

(9,9,9) Strongly Agree/ Very high 

 

Since the number of experts involved in decision-making would be in large numbers so according 

to their inputs, their individual analysis of the comparison of different factors would be different. 

For example, there are ‘k’ experts then the number of comparison matrix would be ‘k’ in number. 

Pairwise decision matrix for experts is as shown below. 

11 1

1

n

n nn

d d

d d

 
 
 
 
 

 

In addition, ( , , )ij ij ij ij zd e f g Where, ijd  element of the pairwise decision matrix is

( , , )ij ij ije f g where, {1,2... }i n & {1,2... }j n . 

Combining the entire matrices obtained from the experts' input to form a resultant matrix, which 

will give us the overall fuzzy numbers for all the factors. 

11 1

1

n

ij

n nn

x x

X

x x
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Xij is a combined pairwise decision matrix. Where, xij = (aij, bij, cij) element of pairwise decision 

matrix. Calculating the values xij of which is necessary to move ahead. 

The weight of the criteria is to be determined according to the fuzzy scale. Comparing two factors, 

quantifying their dominance into linguistic terms and then converting them into fuzzy numbers is 

to be performed as follows. 

Here, weight is derived in the fuzzy AHP method (Geometric Mean Method) denoted by wj, which 

is a very important step that distinguishes fuzzy TOPSIS AHP from fuzzy TOPSIS. 

The combined decision matrix is also taken the same as used in the fuzzy AHP process. So, the 

above-mentioned steps of making decision matrix are not required in new derived fuzzy TOPSIS 

AHP (Geometric mean method). 

The normalized fuzzy decision matrix is 

[ ]ijM r  

* * *
, ,

ij ij ij

ij

ij ij ij

a b b
r

c c c

 
   
 

 

where  maxij ijc c   

ij ij iu r w   

where  maxij ija a   

Where M is a fuzzy matrix of element rij which consists of both cost criteria and benefit criteria. 

The weighted normalized matrix can be calculated by calculating uij, which is given by 

ij ij iu r w   

The next step is to calculate fuzzy positive ideal solution (FPIS) and fuzzy negative ideal 

solution (FNIS) respectively. 
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1 2( , ,..., )nA u u u    where,  3maxj iju u   

1 2( , ,..., )nA u u u    where,  1minj iju u   

Calculate the distance of factors from FPIS and FNIS 

* 2 * 2 * 21
( ) ( ) ( )

3
n n n n n nd x p y q z r      for nth factor and ( , , )ijn n n nu p q r  

p, q, and r, are set of values in order for A , where ( , , )n n nA x y z  and x, y, and z are set of 

values in order. 

Similarly, with the same formula we can calculate the value of d for A  

1

( , ) , {1,2,..., }
n

ij j

j

d d u u i m 



 
  
 
  

1

( , ) , {1,2,..., }
n

ij j

j

d d u u i m 



 
  
 
  

The following equation is to be used to calculate the closeness coefficient of each factor. 

 , {1,2,..., }, 0,1i i

d
Cc i m Cc

d d



 
  


 

Factors then are ranked by there iCc to the ideal solution in descending order. 

5. Results and Discussion  

5.1 Weight Calculations- 

In this section, the fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP are used to identify the most impactful 

factors with the help of weight calculation and analysis on the real input data received from the 50 

different experts. The survey form consisted questions on dominance of different factors on one 

another. Table VII consists of the major factors, which are considered for the analysis and their 

Fuzzy geometric mean value. The fuzzy geometric mean value is calculated with the procedure 
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discussed in fuzzy AHP method and it is used to calculate fuzzy weights, which are written in table 

VIII.  

Table VII: Pairwise comparison for analysis with Fuzzy AHP 

Factors 
Environment 

Sustainability 

Supply & 

Demand 
Operations 

Port 

Selection 

Fuzzy 

Geometric 

Mean Value 

Environment 

Sustainability 
(1,1,1) (6,7,8) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) (3.13,3.63,4.11) 

Supply and 

Demand 

1 1 1
, ,

8 7 6

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (2,3,4) (0.84,1.06,1.27) 

Operations 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (0.53,0.66,0.84) 

Port Selection 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (0.31,0.38,0.50) 

 

Table VIII: Fuzzy geometric mean value and Fuzzy weights 

Fuzzy Geometric 

Mean Value 
Fuzzy Weight 

(3.13,3.63,4.11) (0.438, 0.617, 0.822) 

(0.84,1.06,1.27) (0.117, 0.180, 0.254) 

(0.53,0.66,0.84) (0.072, 0.112, 0.168) 

(0.31,0.38,0.50) (0.043, 0.006, 0.100) 

  

Fuzzy weights are now undergoing deffuzication to give crisp numeric value. The method used 

for deffuzication is center of area. The weight undergoes normalization to get normalized weight, 

which are given in the table IX. These are the normalized weights calculated for main factors 

which can be now ranked.  

Table IX: Fuzzy weights and normalized weights  

Fuzzy Weight Weight 
Normalized 

Weight 

(0.438, 0.617, 0.822) 0.625 0.641 

(0.117, 0.180, 0.254) 0.183 0.187 

(0.072, 0.112, 0.168) 0.117 0.120 

(0.043, 0.006, 0.100) 0.049 0.052 
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Similarly, we can calculate the Fuzzy geometric mean value and normalized weights for the sub-

factors of environmental sustainability, which are shown in Table X and Table XI, respectively. 

Also, for the sub-factors of supply and demand, which are written in the Table XII and Table XIII, 

respectively, for the sub-factors of operations, which are written in the Table XIV and Table XV, 

respectively, and for the sub-factors of port selection, which are written in the Table XVI and Table 

XVII, respectively. Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP is another method, which is used to analyze the data 

shown in Table XVIII. 

Table X: Sub-factors for environmental sustainability 

Sub-factors 
Adaptation 

to climate 

Optimized 

use of space 

Waste 

reception 

facility 

Fuzzy Geometric 

Mean Value 

Adaptation to 

climate 
(1,1,1) (1,2,3) 

1 1 1
, ,

6 5 4

 
 
 

 (0.550,0.736,0.908) 

Optimized use of 

space 

1 1 1
, ,

3 2 1

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) 
1 1 1

, ,
7 6 5

 
 
 

 (0.362,0.436,0.584) 

Waste reception 

facility 
(4,5,6) (5,6,7) (1,1,1) (2.714,3.107,3.476) 

 

Table XI: Weights calculated for environmental sustainability 

Fuzzy Geometric Mean 

Value 
Fuzzy Weight Weight 

Normalized 

Weight 

(0.550,0.736,0.908) (0.151,0.171,0.182) 0.168 0.168 

(0.362,0.436,0.584) (0.099,0.101,0.117) 0.105 0.105 

(2.714,3.107,3.476) (0.746,0.723,0.698) 0.722 0.727 

 

Table XII: Sub-factors for supply and demand 

Sub-

factors 

World 

Economy 

Transport 

Costs 

Merchant 

Fleet 

Political 

Events 

Fuzzy Geometric 

Mean Value 

World 

Economy 
(1,1,1) (5,6,7) (3,4,5) (1,2,3) (1.967,2.632,3.20) 

Transport 

Costs 

1 1 1
, ,

4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (6,7,8) 
1 1 1

, ,
3 2 1

 
 
 

 (0.731,0.873,1.12) 

Merchant 

Fleet 

1 1 1
, ,

5 4 3

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
8 7 6

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (0.281,0.330,0.408) 
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Political 

Events 

1 1 1
, ,

3 2 1

 
 
 

 (1,2,3) (2,3,4) (1,1,1) (0.903,1.316,1.861) 

 

Table XIII: Weights calculated for supply and demand 

Fuzzy Geometric 

Mean Value 
Fuzzy Weight Weight Normalized Weight 

(1.967,2.632,3.20) (0.505,0.508,0.483) 0.498 0.575 

(0.731,0.873,1.12) (0.187,0.1693,0.1692) 0.066 0.076 

(0.281,0.330,0.408) (0.072,0.006,0.061) 0.046 0.054 

(0.903,1.316,1.861) (0.232,0.255,0.281) 0.256 0.295 

 

Table XIV: Sub-factors for operations 

Sub-factors 
Berth 

Scheduling 

Cargo prioritization 

and terminal 

allocation 

Crane 

allocation 

Fuzzy Geometric 

Mean Value 

Berth Scheduling (1,1,1) (4,5,6) (5,6,7) (2.714,3.107,3.634) 

Cargo prioritization 

and terminal 

allocation 

1 1 1
, ,

6 5 4

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (0.693,0.843,1) 

Crane allocation 
1 1 1

, ,
7 6 5

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (0.329,0.381,0.464) 

 

Table XV: Weights calculated for operations 

Fuzzy Geometric Mean Value Fuzzy Weight Weight Normalized Weight 

(2.714,3.107,3.634) (0.724,0.714,0.712) 0.716 0.719 

(0.693,0.843,1) (0.185,0.193,0.196) 0.191 0.192 

(0.329,0.381,0.464) (0.0878,0.0876,0.090) 0.088 0.089 
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Table XVI: Sub-factors for port selection 

Sub-factors 
Port 

efficiency 

Geographical 

locations 

Ship visiting 

frequency 

Port 

reputation for 

cargo damage 

Suitable 

infrastructure 

Port 

charges 

Quick 

response 

to users 

Port efficiency (1,1,1) (1,2,3) (5,6,7) (3,4,5) (1,2,3) (3,4,5) (2,3,4) 

Geographical 

locations 

1 1 1
, ,

3 2 1

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (4,5,6) (3,4,5) (1,2,3) (2,3,4) (4,5,6) 

Ship visiting 

frequency 

1 1 1
, ,

7 6 5

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (5,6,7) (4,5,6) (5,6,7) (4,5,6) 

Port reputation 

for cargo damage 

1 1 1
, ,

5 4 3

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
5 4 3

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
7 6 5

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (6,7,8) (3,4,5) (9,9,9) 

Suitable 

infrastructure 

1 1 1
, ,

3 2 1

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
3 2 1

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
8 7 6

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (4,5,6) (5,6,7) 

Port charges 
1 1 1

, ,
5 4 3

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
7 6 5

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
5 4 3

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (1,2,3) 

Quick response 

to users 

1 1 1
, ,

4 3 2

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
9 9 9

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
7 6 5

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
3 2 1

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) 

 

Table XVII: Weights calculated for port selection 

Fuzzy Geometric Mean Value Fuzzy Weight Weight Normalized Weight 

(1.901,2.737,3.489) (0.012,0.295,0.299) 0.202 0.288 

(1.640,2.258,2.994) (0.0106,0.243,0.256) 0.169 0.242 

(9.523,1.625,1.896) (0.061,0.175,0.162) 0.132 0.188 

(0.989,1.147,1.345) (0.006,0.123,0.115) 0.081 0.116 

(0.644,0.802,1.083) (0.004,0.085,0.092) 0.060 0.086 

(0.303,0.390,0.504) (0.020,0.042,0.043) 0.035 0.05 

(0.232,0.276,0.353) (0.001,0.029,0.030) 0.021 0.03 
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Table XVIII: Main factors obtained with Fuzzy TOPSIS AHP 

Factors 
Environment 

Sustainability 

Supply & 

Demand 
Operations 

Port 

Selection 
Weight Cci 

Environment 

Sustainability 
(1,1,1) (6,7,8) (4,5,6) (4,5,6) 0 

Supply and 

Demand 

1 1 1
, ,

8 7 6

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (2,3,4) (2,3,4) 0.7629 

Operations 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) (2,3,4) 0.897 

Port Selection 
1 1 1

, ,
6 5 4

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 
1 1 1

, ,
4 3 2

 
 
 

 (1,1,1) 0.859 

 

5.2 Ranking of the Factors  

5.2.1 Ranking of Factors based on Weights obtained from fuzzy AHP method  

The results obtained from the fuzzy AHP are given in Table XIX, and from this table we can rank 

the factors and their sub-factors. The opinions of different experts are converted into weight. 

According to the opinions of different experts and the fuzzy AHP method used for weight 

calculation, the environmental sustainability achieved first position with weight- 0.641, followed 

by supply and demand with weight- 0.187, operations with weight- 0.120 and the in the last port 

selection with weight-0.052. Also, the sub-factors of each main factor can be prioritized. In 

environmental sustainability; the waste reception facility is achieved first priority followed by 

adoption to climate, and at the last is optimized used space. In supply and demand; the world 

economy is achieved first priority followed by political events, transport costs, and at the last is 

merchant fleet. In operations; birth scheduling is on the top of the priority list followed by cargo 

prioritization and terminal allocation, and at the end crane allocation. In port selection; the port 

efficiency is obtained at the top of the priority list followed by geographical locations, ship visiting 

frequency, port reputation for cargo damage, suitable infrastructure, port charges and at the end 

quick response to users.  
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Table XIX: Factor rankings according to fuzzy AHP method 

Factor Weight Rank Sub-factor Weight Rank 

Environment 

Sustainability 
0.641 1 

Adaptation to climate 0.168 2 

Optimized use of space 0.105 3 

Waste reception facility 0.727 1 

Supply and 

Demand 
0.187 2 

World Economy 0.575 1 

Transport Costs 0.076 3 

Merchant Fleet 0.054 4 

Political Events 0.295 2 

Operations 0.120 3 

Berth Scheduling 0.719 1 

Cargo prioritization and terminal 

allocation 
0.192 2 

Crane allocation 0.089 3 

Port 

Selection 
0.052 4 

Port efficiency 0.288 1 

Geographical locations 0.242 2 

Ship visiting frequency 0.188 3 

Port reputation for cargo damage 0.116 4 

Suitable infrastructure 0.086 5 

Port charges 0.05 6 

Quick response to users 0.03 7 

 

The fuzzy AHP ranking is used to prioritize the factors according to the way researchers are 

expecting. If to give the importance of these factors according to their rank by the researchers in 

order to do some improvement that can give better results in maritime logistics.  

5.2.2 Ranking of Factors based on Weights obtained from fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP method 

The results obtained from the fuzzy TOPSIS AHP are given in Table XX. The opinions of different 

experts are converted into weight. According to the opinions of different experts and the fuzzy 

TOPSIS AHP method used for weight calculation, operations achieved the first position with 

weight- 0.897, followed by port selection with weight- 859, supply and demand with weight- 

07629, and at the last environment sustainability with weight- 0. 

Table XX: The ranking from Fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP method 

Factors Weight Cci Rank 

Environment Sustainability 0 4 

Supply and Demand 0.7629 3 

Operations 0.897 1 

Port Selection 0.859 2 
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5.2.3 Comparison between fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP results 

When the results were compared from fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP, it shows contrasting 

results. The 1st rank is environmental sustainability when weight obtained from fuzzy AHP while 

it is in the last when weight obtained from fuzzy TOPSIS AHP. 1st rank is operations when weight 

obtained from fuzzy TOPSIS AHP while it is in the third position when weight obtained from 

fuzzy AHP   

5.3 Managerial insights  

This study provides some managerial insights in order to rank the factors affecting the shipping 

logistics industries. The rank and prioritization of factors withdraw the attention of researchers, 

logistics managers, and decision-makers to enhance the performance of the Indian shipping 

logistics industries. The expert’s opinions which are converted into the weight and the weight of 

each factor are calculated by fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP, which helps in choosing the 

important factors associated with the shipping logistics industries. This study’s results may help 

to decide the better selection of impactful factors for shipping logistics sector. 

6. Conclusions  

In this study, we have focused to rank and prioritize the considered factors associated with the 

shipping logistics to make the efficient shipping logistics system. We have proposed a new hybrid 

MCDM method i.e., fuzzy TOPSIS-AHP, which is developed by hybridization of two MCDM 

methods that are fuzzy AHP and fuzzy TOPSIS. Two MCDM methods are used to calculate the 

weights required for ranking and prioritization of the factors. First, the ranking of factors is 

obtained with help of the fuzzy AHP method and then by using the new proposed hybrid fuzzy 

TOPSIS-AHP method.  

The rank of factors with the help of fuzzy AHP method is; environment sustainability is in the top 

followed by supply and demand, operations and lastly port selection, while with the help of new 

proposed hybrid fuzzy TOPSIS AHP method is; operations is in the top followed by port selection, 

supply and demand, and lastly environment sustainability. In the future, this work could be 

improved by applying some other MCDM techniques in order to rank and prioritize the factors.   
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